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Goddard Advocates U.S.
Program in Languages
By DAN PETERSEN
A program of foreign languages
in elementary schools I FEES I
may facilitate better understanding between people of the. U.S.
and those of other countries, according to Dr. Wesley Goddard,
head of the Foreign Languages
department.
Learning a foreign language is
the most efficient method of assimilating the ideas and culture
a other peoples, declared Dr.
Goddard.
-FLES will help broaden a
child’s horizons, break down prei.
latices and prevent provincialism
and insularity," he said.
POSITIVE VALUE
In addition to cultural values,’
ELKS has a positive linguist
value, Dr. Goddard assetled. "Children can learn vocal skills much
easier than older persons, because
children are excellent mimics."
Ills extremely difficult for many
high school and college students
to pronounce foreign words.
Learning basic foreign language
socal skills in an elementary
schuol would enable students to
slip easily into foreign language
in later years, he said.
METHODS; INV1ESTIOATED
In, Goddard investigated FLES
methods last year during his sabbatical in Paris.
Among schools he visited were
the American school of Paris,
American Army school and SHAPE
International school. He studied
iechniqiies used by instructors
leaching French as a foreign lapruage.
"I returned from Paris convinced

Graduate Student
Presents SJS Gift
To Poly Memorial
rs
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Graduate student Stanley Stevens represented SJS Friday and
resented a $1500 check for the
cal Poly Student Memorial fund
to chairman Dr. Clyde Fisher at
.;;,11 Luis Obispo.
The graduate student council
iepresentative turned over the San
Jose State donations to the fund
while making a Thanksgiving
weekend trip to his home in Paso
Robles.
He stated Wednesday that
he
had heard that other state colleges
were also planning to send rep],
sentatives hut that his visit is.,
not a part of any formal ceremom
II,. said that he volunteered
rept...eta the school because
’he prooximity of Cal Poly to his
hwne

State Fisheries Rep
To Hold Interviews
At SJS Tomorrow

that FLES will continue to grow
if we have qualified people to teach
it and it is continued through the
higher grades," he said.
*FEW PREPARED’
At present, few teachers are
prepared to handle foreign language instruction, and preparation
Is a slow process. Presently SJS
offers one course in FLES methods.
Dr. A. B. Gregory, head of
teacher training in the Foreign

Nature Film
Will Feature
’Angler Fish’
The Angler fish with its built-in
fishing pole and bait will be featured in ’Designs for Survival,"
the second of the Audubon Screen
tours. Friday, Dec. 2. at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey auditorium, said Dr.
Arnold G. Applegarth, professor
of zoology.

NO. 41

Slated for Spring

Ugly’ Signup

/

Does your cup of ugliness runneth over?
Applications and photos for
the ugly man contest are being ,
aecepted at the College Union,
315 S. Ninth at., until DM’. 2.
Sophomore class, spowoorii I t.
the contest. will meet bal.,
3:30 p.m. in A2lo to disco,- the
contest.

Pilot English Course
To Use TV Instruction

By JAY THORWALDSON
A spring semester "pilot pro.;ram." designed to lighten the
load on the SJS English department in the field of remedial or sub-freshman English,
was announced last week by Dr.
Glenn Reed, coordinator of freshman composition,
The program, he said, involves

Swiss Author
Will Discuss
European Myth Stale

the use of instructional TV and
will be implemented "on an experimental basis" involving approximately 200 of the 600 students expected to take "English
A" courses next semester.
A team of three departmental
instructors, one a full professor
and the other two "graduate as.
sistants," will handle the group,
_
.

representing eight average remedial English sections. Dr. Hans
Guth. associate English professor,
will be in charge of the program ming and will present the weekly
TV lectures and writing assignments to the combined sections.

WEEKLY MEETINGS
One day of the week the group
The color film will be narrated
will meet in separate sections of
by its creator William A. Anderabout 25 for writing, individual
son. Mr. and Mrs. Anderson have
!instruction and criticism.
created prize-winning films for
, -We are not quite sure just
A noted Swiss author and lee- I
10 years in addition to sequences
’where this program leads," Dr.
a
in Walt Disney’s oscar-winning turer, Dr. Erik von Kilehnelt-Isl
Reed cautioned. If the pilot prodihrs will speak in Morris Dim,
nature films.
gram is successful, he pointed out,
auditorium tomormiw at 11:30
The series is designed to give a about soma of the "myths concernLouis H. Heilbron, president of 1 Heilbron is one of the three "all English A classes may go this
greater appreciation and under- ing the so-called characteristics of the State Board of Education andi representatives of the Board of way next tall."
This semester, Dr. Reed said.
standing of the world of nature.
various European nations," accord- of the new State College Board I Trustees on the newly -appointed
of Trustees, will be the speaker California Council for Higher Edu- about 100 teaching hours of the
ing
to
Dr.
Frank
Willey,
coordiThe cost is 50 cents for students,
department have gone to the inat the mid -year SJS commence- cation.
90 cents general admission and nator of extension and chairman ment exercises, President John T.
The scheduled speaker is a San struction of the 48 remedial secof
the
SJS
lecture
committee
un25 cents for children under 12.
Francisco attorney who has been tions. "We need to cut this in
der whose auspices the speaker Wahlquist announced reeently.
.,etive in civic and educational ar- half," he said. "if we are going tu
Bert Harwell’s "Canada Sea to is appearing.
s
iirs. He is a former trustee of the continue to staff our regular comSea" will be shown Monday, Jan.
Dr. von Kuehnelt-Leddihn’s ad,’,’,,rid Affairs Council of North- position classes."
9; Roger Tory Peterson’s "Wild dress is entitled. "Europe-Amer1 n Californ ia and of the UniverEurope" Wednesday, March 15 lea: The Great Misunderstanding."
ENGLISH ’A’ C UT?
of Califo rnia Foreign Students
and Patricia B. Witherspoon’s
Stating that the college finanThe speaker was burn in Aus- 011
Center and is a past president of dal situation
"Kangaroo Continent" will con- tria in 1909, the son of a scientist.
at the present time
the Public Education Society of
has nut enabled the department to
clude the series Friday, April 21. In his words, "my list languageSan
Francis CO.
obtain additional instructors. Dr.
was French. but soon I acquired
The Feb. 3 graduation program
Visions of a sun-baked ChristReed said that the department is
German and English."
will be held at 10:30 a.m, at the "now
determined to staff the reptDr. von Kuehnelt-Leddihn be- mas holiday with waving palms Civic Audit orium, which is the
lar composition classes and to sacgan writing for periodicals at 16 and dashing surf in the foreground first time exercises are held away
rifice English A. if something has
years of age, and at 20 was sent can easily hecoine a reality
from campus. Because of the exto be sacrificed." He expressed
Two "Royal Spartan" sun and pected size of the graduating class,
to Russia as a correspondent for
hope, however, that through proa Hungarian daily.
fun tours embark Friday. Dec. 16. Morris Dailey auditorium will not cedure designed
to streamline the
In the 1930’s the lecturer taught for Honolulu says Chuck Wilson, accommodate the graduates and remedial program, the sacrifice
at Beaumont college in England, SJS "tour leader." Sponsored by their parents and friends.
might not have to take place.
The house un-American ac- and at Georgetown university.
Adventure Tours. 378 Cambritive
"We are going to try to main tivities committee, "Pro and Con."
Since 1947 he has lived in Aus- Palo Alto. both include plane t
tain standards in both areas, he
will be discussed by a panel to- tria, He has been to all 50 states, and tush Waikiki Biltmore Iiid
pointed out. The English departmorrow sponsored by TASC at Mexico and Canada in the Western inga in the islands plus nom:
ment has an agreement with the
3:30 p.m., cafeteria rooms A and Hemisphere, and Africa and Asia. meals.
college administration, he said, to
nelati
Spat tans who sign up will
B, said Frank Cieciorka. TASC
Among his novels are "Die Anprovide remedial work to students
member.
deren" 119111, "Gates of Hell" greeted with the traditional Its the American .,,tutient is iii gie deficient in the fundamentals of
vent
to
discussion
at tonight’s English.
(19331, "Night Over the East" reception. Several yuletide feaDr. William F. Stanton, asso119351, "Black Banners" (19361. tures are on the docket including Wriai B’rith-Hillel meeting, 8 p.m.
However, he stressed, the deciate professor of economics and a
a detective story "Mord im Blau- daily Polynesian entertainment at the Student Christian Center. partment "now has to move in a
counsel at the May HUAC meet,
licht" 119481 and "Die Gottlosen" and a tropic -style New Year’s est.. 10th and San Carlos sts,
different direction and sacrifice
ing, will state the "liberal lawyer’s
"All interested students are in- the poor student, if necessary, in
(19591.
party.
objection to the committee." Til"The main island lour planned sited." said Harvey Belsky. club favor of the better student. We are
Dr. von Kuehnelt-Leddihn’s most
man Erb, a former Camden high
cot the number
recent novel was written in Ger. for the trips is by boat and prob. vice president. A social session going to ha \
school teacher who lost his job
-es." he said. "or
man and still he published in a ably will take the major part of , with refreshments will follow the of remedia!
because he was a witness at the
(Conti’., .1 on Page 2)
French translation soon.
a day," W,I,t on said.
meeting, will present the "witness
point -of -view," and Jerry Mandel,
a student at Cal, will discuss the
student’s viewpoint.

-r

DR WESLEY GODDARD
. . . Language Dept. Head

1960

Education 0
ive ra a ua tion a

Hawaiian Christmas
Waikiki Beach ’ity
Offered Students

House Group
Subject of Talk

Languages department, he I pe d
remedy the problem of inadequate
training for instructors.
Dr. Gregory convinced the administration that language should
be included as a teaching field for
credentials, Dr. Goddard said.
SUMMER CLASSES
As another part of the FLES
program, Dr. Goddard has been
working for the establishment of
a summer session class in teaching
Spanish to elementary school children.
FLES has received nation-wide
support from the Modern Language assn. and the National Defense Education act. In this area,
the Palo Alto school system has
pioneered the program. FLES is
also offered in Saratoga and Los
Gatos schools as an extracurricular activity.
"But unless college budget restrictions are loosened to allow
for expansion, the FLES teaching
program will be a long time comThe talks will be followed hi
ing to San Jose State," Dr. Godfloor discussion.
dard declared.

Student Presents Plan
or Reapportionment
Outgrown Santa Clara County’s other Republican proposals.
The Democrats showed that they
fate in the political tug-of-war
as- also had ideas, all to their advantage.
Crux of the issue is the 200-plus
to be in the hands of the major
per cent growth of the county,
parties as of last week.
John A. Gustafson, political sci- which will probably entitle it to
ence major and campus vice-presi- three assembly seats and the right
dent of the Young Republicans, to one U.S. Congressman, and to
presented a plan before the as- share another with other counties.
NON-PARTISAN’
sembly interim committee on elecGustafson, who claims his protions and reapportionment last posals are non-partisan, was neverweek that closely coincided with theless in agreement with Jay

satpate

LIden Bailey, state fisheries biologist., will interview applicants for
aquatic biologist in Adm234 tomorrow Seniors and graduates in
hiolugy or related fields should
iivit tip immediately in S127B, stt
sup.,
Dozier, placement
\
m business and industry.
(1lienings are with the slate 1, 1,
and game department. "Dec. 9
last day to file for this state civil
service exam to be held Jan. 7
Mr Dozier said.
Monthly salaries are $415, or
Men and women sludents inter$136 with L7r:ulltatr. work, he add- ested in the Marine Corps officer
ed.
program will have a chance to
talk with a Marine officer selecbe in the Outer
Faculty Women Stage ,ion team who will
oiled tomorrow through Thursday.
Christmas Dinner
The selection team will include
Women’s club will hold Maj. Patricia Maas, women’s seChristmas dinner Fri - lection officer. on Thursday, Dec.
at 6:30 p.m. said Ruth Brad- 1. She will answer questions on the
ley, program chairman.
Marines’ program for women’s
Noreen Mitchell, assistant pro. commissions.
fPssor of
speech, will read Christ For the men, the team will be
"ii selections at the dinner, which
on hand from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
salt he in the social room of the
during the three (lays. The team
Trinity Episcopal. church, Second has Invited Inquiries about the
and St. John sts.
platoon leader’s course for underReservations should he sent to graduates, Marine cadet programs
Marjorie Limhocker, assistant pro- for men who have completed two
of librarianship, L121. no years of college, and the afficer
later than Wednesday.
candidate course for seniors and
The price is $2.50 per person.
graduates.

Selection Team
Here Tomorrow
For Marine Corp

Kramer, and Linn Winterbotham,
managets, respectively, of San
Jose’s and Palo Alto’s chambers
of commerce.
Gustafson’s Idea would he to
have one assembly district center
in San Jose, another in the north
county area including Palo Alto,
Sunnyvale, Mountain View, Los
Altos, Milpitas, etc. The third
would be in the southern portion
of the county.
GOP. FAVORS PLAN
In line with this, the heavily
Republican north county and San
Jose would form a congressional
district, Gustafson proposed, and
the south county area would vote
with San Benito, Santa Cruz, and
possibly Monterey counties. Officials in those counties seem to favor such a proposal, it is reported.
Democrats, however, want to cut
the Republican north county margin by combining that Section with
Alameda county, which has a democratic edge. This would leave the
San Benito-Santa Cruz -Monterey
group out in the cold, Gustafson
claimed.

B’nai B’rith-Hillel
Meeting Tonight

I.A. Students Design ’Clocks of the Future’

TJADEN
ity
Is there a pie -shaped clock in
your future? A watch with no
stem? A clock with no hands?
The possibility is here through
the results of an industrial design
class project of Arden Farey, instructor of industrial arts.
"The designer is to add to the

ii.xturiur ul on ollfeet, Whertsith Ille
I engineer is to work the mechanism
around the design." said Mr. I
I Farey.
APPEARANCE EMPHASIZED
The emphasis of the project was1
appearancethe eye appeal, the
human factorconvenience, and a:
useful design.

The Jass winch is a part of thel
new four year industrial design i
program under the direction of
Dr Wayne E Champion, professor
of industrial arts. offers students
an opportunity to design and construct their own models and receive professional criticism from
an outside source.

CLOCKWATCHING IA

"The majority ut UAW ’s industrial design courses are taught by
practicing designers." stated Mr.
Farey. He personally teaches part
time and is an industrial designer
for the Ampex corp. in Redwood
City.
’SHAPE IN MIND’
Richard Ketchum of Lockheed
Aircraft, the outside judge of the
projects, said that a "designer
must have a basic overall shape
in mind before the details are
worked upon."
"The industrial designer has become more important in the
preparation of the corporate identity through the use of a company
symbol and possibly a uniform
plant and color design throughout
he United States," said Mr. Farey.
IBM is a prime example of the
result of this responsibility.
The industrial design program
times tinier a close re\aluation
twice a year by a professional advisery board of Harold Lindsay,
Ampex corp.: Dale Philips. Westinghouse corp.; Carl Clements,
Hewlett-Packard corp.; Len Albrecht. IBM; Frank Walsh, Ampex Data Products: Gene Tepper,
Gene Tepper associates and James
Welsh and Richard Ketchum of
Lockheed Aircraft corp.

Technology Signup
Deadline Dec. 6
TIME

form of new stop.s.
MACHINES
watches, kitchen clocks, darkroom timers and
bedroom alarm clocks have come to the campus
from the industrial design class. Looking at a
hanging clock, left to right, are Don Broxholm,

ti

Harry Matsuda, Ted Pollard, Richard Ketchum
of Lockheed Aircraft, Sunnyvale, and Arden
Farey, instructor of industrial arts.

SI:itlint,
pi.11111111
Itr
take industrial technology caurses in the
spring semester should register for
classes before Dec. 6, according
to William J. McLarney. coordinator of the industrial technology
program.
The registration schedule is seniors Nov. 28-Dec. 2; juniors Dec.
1-6.
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’Pilot’ Group Job Interviews
To Use TV

_LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

from Page I
teach them in a diEfernt way."
Expressing reservations about
the over-all effectiveness of the
use of TV as a substitute for classroom instruction, Dr. Reed stated
that the present program rests
upon two premises: that students
learn to write by constantly writing, and that they must talk about
and hear criticism of their work.
This cannot be done over TV, he
pointed out. What can be done on
TV, he said. is to cover the "general principles" of writing, the
punctuation, structure, etc., thus
leaving the section instructors free
to read, correct and criticize the
student’s writing on an individual
student level.
"This does not seem to be a
better way of teaching English A,
but it is a sort of desperation
move," Dr. Reed said.
Dr. Guth, in charge of the program, stated that the TV lectures
will consist of a "systematic review of the ’conventions,’ or essentials, of written English."
There has been a "great deal"
of experimentation throughout (It,
nation in the field of remedial
English instruction, he said, citing
a recent nation-wide survey conchided by the SJS English department.
This "strictly experimental" program, if adopted, may also make
possible the large scale use of
graduate assistants in the remedial field, he stated. There are
now just two, Jim Cypher andMrs.
Ruth Sutton, in the department,
and both will participate in the
pilot program, he said.
"What we want to do is to preserve the quality of the courses
and at the same time take the load
off teachers not specially trained
for high school or below-collegelevel English," he said. The TV
presentation, he stated, will eliminate much of the "basic instruction" that is ordinarily duplicated
in iiiich
(C011tilliluti

From the Mouth of Babes
"Cr
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Scots To Appear

Sakmots
Nowa.
citop
Corsages
Bouquets
CY 2-0462

10th & Santa Clara

Horn-Rims
Are Out!
Now
College

The atmosphere of Scotland
will arrive in San Jose Friday
with the skirling of the bagpipes
and the drum of heels in the
Highland fling.
Caledonia. the Singers and
Dancers of Scotland will perform in the Civic %uditoriurn
Friday at 8:30 p.m.
Moods of the program will
range from the ballads of Robert Burns to the wry humor of
Sir Harry Lauder, from the eleLant country dances to the spirited Highland flings.
A tableau by the entire company. "The Passing of Cuthullin," will depict the early folklore of Scotland.
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Modern Office Machines
Spartan Parking Center

CY 7-5174

J. Silber

Roberts Book

Are any of these your questions?

How can I get a good
job without haring any f
businees experience

Do I have le) rory
typing and shorthand
to get good -paying
vork

(

Interested in working with the
public? One Gladys Saw)er
be at the placement office to tell
you about the goarl.paing
positions we offer to college
girls. No oxperienee needed

111=111emr..-.

11.1,,rc can I get a job
’ill make nee of
t
m y college training

lii lip on romp,$
soon to bring you
the a nstrers you want
to hear
twe’ll train yon at full pay!i.
See the placement office now
for an appointment Wednesd.i

Pacific Telephone

Wednesday Weld
Mr. Susskind
Eng. 1-A
M -W -Sat. Nite
HOW I SPENT MY THANKSGIVING
First, allow me to state that I had just the must divine,
darling Thanksgiving.
Mumsy and Daddykums had a big, Juicy turkey, and invited
that simply gorgeous producer, Mr. Goldnose, to dinner. What a
marvelous bird!
All our deary relatives were there, too. Cousin Gary came with
his dear, sweet Aunt Kate. Unkee Bing couldn’t find his Taipei,
and you know how touchy old men are?
Really, Unkee Bing isn’t really my real uncle at all. Gary is
twice removed. I mean he was removed twice from Unkee fling’s
house for being, bless his sole, asphyxiated.
UNCLE ARTIE
My favorite uncle was there. too. Oh, he’s really not my uncle
either, but everytime he grabs me in a fond kinful embrace, he
hollers, "say uncle."
Now I call him Uncle Arthur all the time. It’s really too bad
about him and Auntie Marilyn finally getting that divorce. I mean,
it’s like the whole myth she’s built up since getting rid of that.
.
creepy soccer player, Dimaginot . .. or whatever his name was
has been ruined. Uncle Arthur and Auntie Marilyn were the happiest
couple with twin beds I know.
It’s really funny, though. Saying "uncle" wasn’t good enough
for him last weekend. Now he wants me to say just plain "Artie."
Artie is the best play(right) (write) (wright) (rite) I know.
SWEET GIRL
My best girlfriend was at our dinner, too. We have had so much
fun these past few years. We always go out together to all those
fabulous places like Dino’s. the Brown Derby. Disneyland and
Schwab’s. Debbie is such a sweet, innocent thing. If you want my
opinion, that Eddie Fisher is a mean, old man. And that Liz, girL
Why she’s nothing but a...a...a... WOMAN! (There, I’ve said it.)
Debbie told me over a drumstick that she and Harry (Harry
Karl, I meant might tie the not soon. How ’bout that: Debbie and
HarryWednesday and Artie.
One thing about Thanksgiving I like is the good fellowship.
Fellows like Rock and Tab and Anthony and Tony and Kirk and
Steve and Rickey all have yachts. I think Rickey is the most.
We all gathered around the Turkey and Rickey played songs
from his new album. "Songs to Eat Turkey To."
Elvis tried to crash the party. But Rickey got his big brother,
David. to take care of him.
I told Rickey that Elvis was a stinker, but Rick said those
white stripes were really part of his uniform. Elvis is in the reserve,
or something.
’SPIRITS AND SOME HOLIDAY’
When dinner was all over, we retired into the den and had
discussion on the Beat generation.
Some funny old man whom I hadn’t noticed before started
telling us he knew the origin of the name, "Beatnick."
This guy was really creepy in this crazy red suit with ermine
cuffs and collar. What a beard he had, too: if it hadn’t been for
his square talk, you’d’a thought he was the original cat from
beatsville.
Anyway, he says that one day some buddy of his named Jack
walks up and says, "You look beat,Nick."
What a weirdo. He kept talking about spirits and some holiday.
Everyone knows I’m too young to partake, if ya’ know what I mean.
Some people!

Art Professor Travels,
Teaches All Over World
By DEANNE BOOMER
Pine Arts Editor
David P. Hatch, assistant professor of art, is a new member,
and an interesting one, of the
art faculty.
During 1956, Professor Hatch
lectured at the State Teachers
College. Mandalay, Burma, on a
Fulbright scholarship. He was
almost the entire art department there and taught everything from bookbinding to architectural drafting, along with
weaving, jewelry, sculpture. design and drawing.
The last part of his stay in
Burma. Mr. Hatch received a
study grant from the University
of Oregon and lived for a time
with the semi -nomadic tribe of
Northern Burma called the
Each in.
PRIMITIVE. TRIBE
The Katchin are a primitive
tribe and had been traditionally head hunters. commented
Mr. Hatch. But, because of government modernization activities in their area, they are being catapulted rapidly into the
modern world. Mr. Hatch was
there to study the effects of this
rapid change upon their handicrafts.
The professor has traveled in
Europe three times. The first
time he went he was still a
student. At this time he did
some teaching at a training
school and home,for orphans in
Nuremburg. Germany as part of
a rehabilitation program supported by the West German government and a group of Swiss
newspapermen.
Last winter, he toured the
schools of design in Germany.
comparing these schools with
those in America
TEACHES IN MEXICO
In the slimmer of 1954. Mr.
Hatch directed a canm in Mexico as part of the program of
eialturization of the Bureau of
culttiral Missions of the Mexican government. The ptirpose of

the bureau is to encourage and
improve the education standards
in remote areas of Mexico. Mr.
Hatch’s job was to introduce
crafts into the schools.
The busy professor spent the
summer of 1957 in Iran teaching at the Iran Institute.
Through his travels he has
made an extensive collection of
the textiles of Southeast Asia
and of Central America. His collection will be on display soon
In the Art department gallery
--

Note Interviews ar held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appointment lists lore put out in advance of the
interview and students ere ..quested
to sign up early.Ed.
TODAY
Litton Industries is interested
in electrical engineering students and physics major with
MS degrees.
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp.
will interview science and business majors.
TOMORROW
California Department of Hall
end (lame. Aquatic Biologist I
positions open: representative
will be on campus tomorrow
Signups today in S127B, Mrs.
McNamara.
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;CHO DRIVE-IN I
Alma & Almaden
DARK AT THE TOP OF THE ’,TAIRS

TO ETERN,,r

THE BRAVADOS
Grrgo, PeCitJ,), Coil ns

HOUSE OF USHER
THE ANGEL WORE RED

For wearing apparel, gifts. decors and other Hawaiian needs
VISIT
THE

HAWAIIAN SHOP

(Montgomery

Hotel Bldg.)
San Jose
26 W. San Antonio St.
CY 5-7066
Thurs. ’Til 9:00 P.M.
Open 10:00 - 5:30 Daily

FOREMOST-GOLDEN STATE
Football Player of the Week

CLAIRE APPLEDOORN
This week Claire Appledoorn has been selected as Foremost-Golden State player of
the week. A vet from last season, when he
caught 14 passes for three td’s, he’s back
in the right end spot this year. Playing his
final game in Hawaii this week, Claire will
end his SJS football career.

Spartaguide
THE BOY WHO NEVER GREW UP . . .
TODAY
Blusi B’rith Hillel. meeting,
Christian center, Tenth and San
Carlos sts., 8 p.m.
Freshman class, in
T1155, 3:30 p.m.
Junior _class, meeting, announcement of committee chairmen. S142, 3:30 p.m.
Sophomore Mass. meet i n g,
A216, 3:30 p.m.
Gavel and Rostrum. speakei
Bob McKeown, "Is Student Go. ernment Really Moving?", cat,
tcria, room B, 12:30 p.m.
’
TOMORROW
Christian Science organization,
meeting, Memorial chapel, 7:30
p.m.
Community Service committee, meeting. Achn236, 2:30 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Mu, pledge meeting, journalism photo lab. 6:30

Peter Pan

By J. M. BARRIE
A SPEECH AND DRAMA PRODUCTION

Dec. 2, 3, and 7th through 10th
50c SJSC Students
1.00 General
Curtain at 8:15 p.m.

College Theatre

Children Under 12 Years Old 50c
MATINEES DECEMBER 3 AND DECEMBER 10, 2 P.M.
BOX OFFICE 5TH & SAN FERNANDO STS,
OPEN 1-5 DAILY

Home Econonsics club, initiation. HE14, 7:30 p.m.
TASC, house un-American activities program. cafeteria. rooms
A and B, 3:30 p.m.
Collegiate, Christian fellowship. speaker: native missionni
f rum India. cafeteria. 7 p.m

TEACHERS
Campus Interviews December 6
Excellent opportunities with the State of
California. Representatives of the following agencies will be available for personal
interviews:
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

Opportunities in the following fields:
Elementary Teacher

Youth Authority Teacher

High School Teacher

Arts and Crafts Teacher

Teacher Of Cerebral.Palsied
Children

Home Economics Teacher

Teacher of Mentally Defective
Deaf Children
Teacher of Mentally Retarded
Children

Instructor in Recreation and
Physical Education
Music Teacher
Speech Correction Teacher

Make an Appointment
NOW
at Your Placement Office

Elementary..
my dear Watson! From the happy lot
en your physiog, from the cheerful life
you seem to be enioying, I deduce
you are imbibing Coca-Cola. No mystery
about why Coke is the world’s favorite
... such taste, such sparkle! Yes, my
favorite ease is always a case of Coke!
BF REALLY RI IF1:%100
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
SAN JOSE BOTTLING CO.
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Rainbows Final Foe
For State Gridders
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Another speedster. (lit: Itainbusk
’Ight halfback stands a inere 5’ 7"
and weighs a scant 140 pounds
,. soaking wet. It will be up to the

:ornery
Bldg.)

an Jose
Til 9:00 P.M.

Classified Rates:
line first insertion
2Sc
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

Ad:

Furn Rms. mole Students.
$10- 5. Call CV 3-3088.
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1954 Ford V-1 Gem. R&M pc Trusy
slosk. Only $395, EL 4.,

house pr..... 267 10 sp. Derailing Cy:10 $78
2443 eons 2:00 ask for Fred.
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earns Ridiculous
Its Pl.:14.
1..1111.
The Ilappy Ponderer

How ridiculous these All-Ame:
ican selections are!
United Press International’s reStores and Offices cc ross from darn-, on
Sere :cos
ft, ava"lable air
cent coaches’ poll lists six West
2CC2CCC
M:.r.he")
Co CV 3-3773. PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL S1,
Coast players as at least honorICE manuscripts.,Pr
abel mention; yet not one of the
Lovely turn. sot. ..sin beds. Hee’ wtr. Pitcoe FR 8 8300 after 6 p.m
1/2 oh k cernp, Merr.
"six is Washington state’s superb
4
CV
Missidesseas
$75
’
Ipass -catching end, Hugh Campbell.1
Nut’, for that matter, do the
Thins, form papers typed Andrew 40255.
Tired of Commuting?
I matches see fit to "honorably" I
ysorcoed hot,sing room with’ kitchen 100 WEDDING INVITATIONS. $12.50,
SJS’s leading ground
mention
rielene- or dinner. Very reasonable, op- 1plus 1 in gold free. A reel offer. AL 2.
.
’
. "’V I T.,11
0191
, gainer. Johnny Johnson.
Campbell was named the West
Coast’s top lineman in a UPI All coast poll two days before the
All-American selection. Johnson
was named on the second team
All -Coast.
THE PIZZA PIEMAN
The most obvious incongrifity is
hat Marlin McKeever, selected as
.1 second -team All-American by the
Policy
r..4tellVS. mad., only second tea All -Coast. drawing far less s,:;
-CO\Irkf
S EV/En/ 11 \Ill \I"
port than the illustrous sophomc:,
El EfiV
Mr. Campbell.
In addition to LTSC end M:
Keever, West Coast players h.
A M.
ored by the CPI All-Ameiican
P
;ere second team picks Kurt Ci
I ner. tackle (Wash.,: and Bill 1,’
mer. halfback UCLA I: and hI
orable mein tomes Washingt, in. Chuck Allen, guard; Bob Schlo,
edt,
quarterback; and Gent...,
* EVERY Pizza Made With
Worlds’ Finest Cheeses
l’lerts II: half!. 101’
CV

10,2 r
iTS.

Our New ENTERTAINMENT

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

to 1
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ANNOUNCES

10th

411.,f1: ;41’

TOO LATE .
HE’S ACROSSClaire Appledoorn (85), Spartan end, booms across the goal line for the two -point conversion
that tied last week’s SJS-1daho game at 20-20. The Spartans went
on to win, 22-20, on a freak safety in the last minute of play. San
Jose wraps up its 1960 season this Friday in Honolulu against the
University of Hawaii.
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End Season Second Start
For Ring Ace eit,w
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10 ASSORTMENTS

1 897
ALUM ROCK A
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3 CONVENIENT

E.

A pet store offered a baby monkey for sale at 91.25. The
monkey grew. Nest wcck it was offered at $1.89. then V It.
then 5994, then $9.18, and on the sixth week an F.F. bought
il for S12.42. How were the new juices figured’ Alas! I his Is
the List problem. You can get the answer. though. twin the
Litton Industries representatisc who will be interview mg hoc Oa

28

P01,
.r :mil selling
F..
,
Ditka. Pittsburgh
T
Iscii Rice, .1ithitrn
t ;
Jori Rrimig, rulorado
c
E. .1 1 loll III. Texas Tech
Tom Bross n. Minnesota
.r
I Sob Lilly, Texas Christian
Dan Larose. Missouri
r,k
Inks’ Gibbs, Mississippi
111:
Toe Dellitko. Navy
Syracuse
IErnie
Bab Ferguson. Ohio State
SF:COND TE.5M
POS.
Player 111111 51’11001
K..ever. Southern Cal
Mn111111
, Kurt Gegner. Washington
Pat Dye. Georgia
s
Tom Goode. Nlississippi
Mark Mandel’s, Iowa
Purd,
Jerry
Tee Moorman. Duke
, Roman Gabriel. No. Car. State
P II It.
l’all knitter, Us1,.0
Dim Watkins.
i ’I i \

YOUR
ANSWER TO PROBLEM WHICH APPEARED IN LAST
iSSUE: A is married to C .13 to
. and C to A’. If you cnjuy
rra ..hallcnge tel thoughtpiosoking situations, you will enjoy
the environment sun-rounding om eompam in San Carlos. (
!oral., The Litton Industries Flecircon Tube Disision facilities
’here will Inc of added interest to engineers and scientists who
.,1.11 to obtain acisanced degrees. L nilcr I itton’s Ads incest
Nueniiii, Study Program. hclloy.ships are mailable in nearby
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Hook

was

pills-

cisco by nailing down fourth
place in the Northern California
rePolo
taWtourney
erusneat
-iT
Island.
Art Lambert’s charges wound
rip the campaign with a 9-8 won lost mark after bowing to Cal fin.
the third straight time and beating the Olympic Club B squad and
C 01 in the Tieasine Island tom.
"I feel we hail a very success lid season." Lambert said. upon
completing his first year at the
helm of his alma mater’s varsity
polnisls.

Usher] in 1873 by Sanders D 13ruce

.

19f,,,
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San Jose
’,tarry Campbell makes his secund professional
ring start tonight when he ties
against Gene Iv:Ingle. a Frenchman from Reno. Nes.. in the San
Francisco Civic Auditorium.
Campbell s bout is the semi wind -up, scheduled for six rounds.
and precedes the Luis
Johnny Comsalves main ,
pm_
o
a
d
g
. ,
the city by the Golden Gate.
Rodriguez is the number one
contender for "Kid" Benny Pacct s
world welterweight Title and is
arming the unbeaten ranks

A & M Auto Repair

Open at 4 p.m. Daftly

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramatic
Special Student Rates
CV 5.4247
.456 E San Salvador

Pizza & Atmosphere

of a

stierial ’oat] ,Irisr
,

weekly called T,,,f

,

Field and Farm. The Jockey C,
,c.er iniblication in 1894’

Bepreisentatise
ve
ti 7 p

A.:.,

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
’Til 9

m
1.1CIVelet

ni e Radio
TV Supply Co.
Wholesale Distributors
ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT
CY 8-1212

HOUSE OF PIZZA
CV 7-9908
395 Almaden Ave.
o

1425 W. San Carlos

la ’Tore tastes good
like yearbooks should!
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matching
rings
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r:Au/stotineT3 MARINE CORPS
’

OFFICER TRAINING PROGRAMS,

1960

College men, recent graduates and high school

I

diamond
c. g,:?ement ring

graduates enrolled in college

Ground or Aviation Training!

-

gtizio

PLATOON LEADERS CLASS

(college seniors and
graduates)
strew! learInt-hip training. Quentirn.
a . dittIng ono rnntInoinus tritwerk
irainutg 1
S, let I ground or 11111.
ilno
.1 I .4it
elegre
arn1 tephoion of 5laiitte training are
retitiod to re, on cnnitor-inn of soc
owl loul.nanl. I .
Marine Rowse.

, sn
n,
-1,114
.111,1
ni rt,1 or a 1.010,1
.."- ,1,1
fir.. id tf I ,11
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num.!". Ion
-arN
I,
p,
1 oup
iieulciuni, Mat
train$11,
I,rlop

g
g-ciorn’l matching
4chog ring
Or yellow
(1’

OFFICER CANDIDATE COURSE

(high school graduates, rollerrs
freshmen, sophomores and
juniors)
10,-,

Reserve

Complete college

commission

*

Pay

while training

Worldwide Marine Service

THREESOME
’150
NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
WHEN IT COMES TO

DI.MONDS
YOU’LL

DO

UST AT ...

(7rm fad:

MARINE (ORPS OFFICER SELECTION TEAM
PARSONS

CARLOS.

I

..

i

.---

Summer training

(obtain full information from the Litton lothikirioa repteeasto.
ME.. and rhyme, graduates for
,I,e %%hp will intersiew
positions insolsing RI. I) and conormlion of exotic generators
UI mnItuasi; enctgy, display. &vivo., and linear bean tubes.

LITTON INDUSTRIES
Division
Electron Tube
s.ALIFORNIA

-

___ ___ _ _

I

S,in lose State College. Santa Clara l_Miscrsity. Stanford Lai.
scisity, or the lJniveraity of Cahfornia at Berkeley.

SAN

UPI,

Stud

ON SALE TN 16
SIZES
PHONE
CL 1-3310

NOVEMBER

11

YORK

American

SQUAW VALLEY STATE PARK’S
NEW LOW-COST RESORT HOTEL
iron the fun at Olympic Village in
the scenic winter wonderland of
Squaw Valley, site of the 1960 Winter Olympic Games Olympic runs
vast slope* for novices, indoor and
outdoor skatingall within walk’
ing distance. Music nightls. Dancing Beautiful cafeteria All private
rooms 58 double $10 t rude.
OKI Week SPICIALt Sun through
Thurs 5 nights for the price of 4
IONS: Olympic VIllaffe.
Squaw Valley State Park. Tahoe
City. Calif_. or call local Glen W
Fawcett office. or see travel agent

4p.m. to 8 p.m.

LITTON LOGIC
-

FIRST STUD ROOK

NEW

7

o
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Simple Simon
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In Markham Hall.
Tucker Per 108 CV 4.6019 Ski’s 6’9 Ecbachers
rnpdel
cien edge. eolfor bottom mode,
room and board $22 50 per with long thongs. Sell or trade. C*
4979

loss. nice 1:p.n. rcon,
S
S

ilk

,

,roy

for fele
".me weekends. eves.
I, I photo to Hap Byer,s Sacrifice Ham gear: DX 100 $100, Si
3C54 Skdi,uCk Asa. Berke $90, nee simp 260 vorn $30 mony
TH 58945.
YO 8.2218.
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Furnished large 3 room eportreent t
two quiet svdents. 511 E Reed Sr GY
4.2468.

hotels

tek

*
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Furn. pt.. girls only. $35 each, washer
r - apt. 444 S. 5th.

To Place an
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower HIl
No Phone Ordrs

Photographer
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Spartans to contain Lunt. fullback
Damon Waitley and quarterback ,
1Casper Schichtle if they are to
return from the enchanting island
’ in the Pacific with a victory.

$47.50 Mo..

ration needs

1114s

have to contend with another littie scatback, (Inc of many *this
year. in Tennyson Lum

u.sAtitct scan L.C11.
goer. will speak at Ed Sobczak’s
diamond clinic id :1730 p.m. today
in 51(1261
Siibccak, 1In Spat tan baseball
awl). said Retina will discuss
sitting and utneral outfield play.
Besides being an ex -American Leaguer. Henna was a long -flint’ standout in Pacific Coast League ball
with the San Francisco Seals.
The
veteran
’nit fielder
was
Askerl to speak, and graciously accepted, after Sobczak was unable
Is,
contact
Pittsburgh
Pirate
scout Bub Fontaine to speak on
the 1960 World Series,

CLASSIFIEDS

USHER

tIORE RED

Ex-Seal Speaks
Today at Weekly
Baseball Session

Optical Laboratories
Phone CH 3-1841
Town

CCU04ry
on

Stevens Creek Rd.

CAPTAIN R. C. SCHULZE, USMC
Tuesday thru Thursday
Outer Quad
29-30 November and 1 December 1960
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

1111,
111111

1 ;III,

letveteti

1,1

-or
Call UNderhill 1-6264 SFRAN
’It So

First Street, San Jose

307 Town &

Country Village

4

.51
*
PRESENT PHILOSOPHICAL TENDENCIES, by
Ralph Barton P.N. A critical study of the in.
’Nonce of scionco upon th defoloPment of the
four major movements in Amoricrs philosophy,
and the problems Moy lug elf for the social
and religious life, of man. Pub. at $3.95.
SALE $1.98
Championship CHESS AND CHECKERS For All,
by L. Evans and T. Wiswell. Larg, lucid. graphically illustrated book on both garner for be.
ginner and the seasoned player alike
SALE $1.98
Pub. at $3 75.
HANDWIRITING ANALYSIS, by M. N. Sunk.,
handwriting
The art and science of interproting
to evaluate personlity-discover creativity, in.
tIligence, affection, aapondability, every facet
of psychological make-up-clearly mplained and
dernonstratod with handwriting samples of Sooner.
Mami Eisnhower, Andrew Can’
a egi, scores of other celebrities, Illus. Pub. at
SALE 51.91I
510.00.
HINDU PHILOSOPHY, by Them Bernard. The
fascinating, unfamiliar belifs of the Oriente. meaning of Brahma, yoga, etc. -clearly set
forth and illuminated. Pub. at $4.50. SALE 81.91
MY SECRET DIARIES OF THE DREYFUS CASE,
by Maurice Paleologu. A uniquo totalling of
tho world"s most famous miscarriage
written by a young man who was inslf Lc Ertl nssttilac.sn.:
contact with the French intelligon. gothic.. A
tt $ps000rtriit of the times of Proust and Zola.
Pub,
THE WRITINGS OF ALBRECHT DURER, ed. by
. Pub.
W. U. Conway, intro. by Alfred W
efforts of a true
lished an dunpublished lit
modern whose life and work anticipated th.
Great Reformation-an artist, craftsman, and
rontiors of human knowledgo. 23
ppliaotn.er rb.00nth; fuw

rx10".

HO -HO -HO- AND DECK THE HALLS WITH BOOKS AS CHRISTMAS GIFTS
AN UNPRECEDENTED PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE
FROM THE HORSES MOUTH. Rich, intimate in.
thology of letters, diary lextmets and speeches of
22 historic figures including Catherine th. Great,
Napoleon, Lincoln, Khrushehm. Pub at $3.95
SALE SI
NOT AS A STRANGER, by Morton Thompson.
Rich, powerfu, and poignant novoi about the
making of a doctor and his realization that no
man. however dedicated his mission, can stand
SALE El
alone in life 948 pp. Pub at 54.50.
THE DIAMOND SMUGGLERS, by Ian Floming, A
real.life thriller about the 216million-dollara-yelar
illicit traffic in diamonds masterminded by the
international network stmtching from JohannesSALE $1
burg to Moscow Photos. Pub at $3.60.
SENTENCE CRAFT, by V. L. Newsome and E.
Borah of Wisconsin Stat Collegc A comprehonsiN treatment of every aspect of clear, mature
writing. Discusses modifirs, conamtives. %intone.
style and logic, use of dill...0 parts of spomh,
etc. With supplementary exorcism. Pub. at 64.50.
SALE SI
Ensile Zola’s THE MASTERPIECE. This great French
novel about an artist’s passionate struggle for
recognition sums up Zola’s ideas on man’s indefinable will to creato and th ultimate moaning
SALE SI
of lore, life and work. Pub. at $3.75.
FROM A WRITER’S NOTEBOOK, by Van Wyck
Brooks. The greatst living American library historian sets down a marvelously provocativ series
of ideas and observations drawn from a rich life.
time of reading wring and lmink, The "Flowering of Van Wyck Brooks. Pub. at $3.00. SALE SI
THE PISTOL by James Jones. When Pearl Harbor
is attacked a soldier’s revolver becomes a symbol
of personal salvation, and the obsession of an entire regiment A Forceful new novel by the author
of "From Here to Eternity." Pub. at $3.00.
SALE SI
FARRUSCO THE BLACKBIRD. by Miguel Torga.
111m. by Gregorio Pimo. Something now and startling in animal stories from Portugal. Noah’s
raven defying God to drown th last peak of
Ararat; Mago the formcat resigning himself to an
impotent old age; the polygamy of Don Juan thy
rocnter-these and others will delight you. Pub at
SALE If
53.60
ARTURO’S ISLAND, by Elsa Morant.. A richlywoven, prize-winning nov1 of an adoles.nt
learning the disenchantmonts and mystrires of
life and lone or a small island in the Bay of
SALE If
Naples. Pub. at S4.50
FOR THE LIFE OF ME by Robert Btiscoe. Irish
freodom fighter .
Israeli guerrilla instructor
heartheroically
. acclaim./
wit ... th
warming autobiography of the ...zing may who
made news around th world whn he became
the Jewish Mayor of Dublin. Pub at SS 00
SALE SI
MONEY MEN AND MACHINES by W Catchii-gs and C F. Roos. A harsh and unsparing look
at the Fedral Reser. Board and its policies,
suggesting that its OporatiOns aro ondangering
our tree economic system. Provides fascinating
backgrounds on its activitios in booms and deOressions and presed1 a new method of monttetv
conttol. Pub at $3.50
SALE SI
Van WKS Brooks’ SCENES AND PORTRAITS. The
great iiterarv historian vividly recr sssss the intel
Nctual America of his youth, revealing the forces
and mon which influenc.d his development-Maxwell Poerkins, Irving Babbitt, Jo Davidson, othms.
Pub at 54E0.
SALE Si
A JOURNEY FROM THE ARCTIC. by D. C.
Brown A vivid voyag on horseback through
Swedish forests, vast. silent Arctic plateaus, th
Mode.’ country Of Finland, the treachorous
marshes of Norway-all the charm and mystery of
the Land of the Midnight Sun, Pub.
M SO.
SALE SI
PAINTER OF GEORGE WASHINGTON: GILBERT
STUART. by J T. Flom*, Tho unvarnished story
of the American portraitist who rose from poverty
to fame, fortun and intimacy with the greats of
two continents-and died a rtagic and paradossiica, "our. Pub at $300
SALE
LOTUS EATERS. by Gerald Green, author of
Lost Angry Man.- A big teeming novel
r dissects a bizarre cast of characters in
Florida resort. Pub. at 54.95
SALE $1
Solo Mountaineer -NANGA PARIAT PILGRIMAGE by Hrrnann Buhl The first-person account
of mountain-climbing’s greatest personal schimomont Photo.ilius Pub at $4.25
THE HALF.NAXED KNIGHT. by Andre Francois.
Over 200 cartoons and drawings blending out-

smesi

ragoous wit and audacious Gallic commont on
th. muddled world in which we live. 71/,"x10".
SALE $1
Pub. at $3.95.
THE FLIGHT OF THE SMALL WORLD, by A.
Eiloart and P. Elstob. On. of the wildest adoorstur.s of recent times-th thrill-taut story of three
men and a woman who mad% frontpago headlines with their ’impossibly" journey across 2700
miles of open,Atlantic by free balloon and boat,
SALE
Photos. Pub. at $4.50.
CHARLES DARWIN-The Naturalist As Cultural
fields of knowledg in his own day and ours.
Force by P. E. Sears. now Darwin’s Nom and example as a scientist profoundly influoncod many
SALE $1
Pub. at $2.50.
Shows clearly what the common beliefs and obTHE CONFLICT OF RELIGIONS, by P. H. Ashby.
jectims of the world’s major religions arc and
how Mom can be pooled to eliminat Mar and
SALE SI
misunderstanding. Pub. at $3.50.
Herman Neville’s-TYNE. The classic South Seas
advonture novel about two mutinous sailors who
"went nativo" their island lovers and the weird
customs Hwy encountered. Pub. at $1.98. SALE $1
THE VISCOUNT CONCISE DICTIONARY, ed. by
A. C. Jenkins. A unique work specially designed
for quick, easy. everyday reference and embodying an amasingly simple and practical pronunci
ation key.
SPECIAL SI
John Steinbeck’s THE WAYWARD BUS. A candid
story of very human beings-as only Steinbeck
can toll it What happens during an unusual bus
trip as they unfold their tragedies and dreams
makes for a touching, rovealing and hilarious
nosthl. Pub at $1.911.
SALE $1
Edwin Booth-PRINCE OF PLAYERS, by E. Ruggles. Bestsolling biography of the greatest genius
of th. American stage. Magically recreates the
19th century theatre world and such fantastic
porsonalitios as fallow actors Irving and Barrett,
his infamous brother John Wilkes, and many
more. Illus Pub. at 5500.
SALE SI
PORTRAIT OF JESUS, by M. King_ Beautiful col.
loction of paintings and engravings showing 27
Important events in the life of the Msier. In.
eludes works by Rembrandt. El Greco and Durm,
and accompanying Biblical selections. Protestant
edition-King James version. Pub. at 52.75.
SALE $1
The Bold & The Dangerous-SPRINGS OF ADVENTURE, by W Noyes, What makes men risk
death to molaro the unknown? History’s legndary adventurers, from Columbus to Hillary, reveal
their inner motives and footings, and the author
vividly rotes thoir high mornonts of triumph.
Illus Pub, at $4.00.
SALE SI
SINAI VICTORY by Brig. Gon, S. L. A. Marshall.
A vivid rocNation of history’s shortest warIsrael’s 1013-hour conquost of Egypt east of the
Sues. Illus. Pub at $5.00.
SALE $1
THE MEXICAN VENTURE. by T. C. Call. Th.
gamut of evonts which have shaped modern
Mexico out of th, colorful nation’s bloody and
confuted beginnings Photos Pub at $4.50.
SALE SI
PRACTICAL PROSE STUDIES. by R. 0 KOwen.
Down-to-earth approach to good prose writing,
using as mammies fin, work by Edmund Wilson,
Margaret Mead, Truman Capote. others. Pub at
SALE SI
SGibraltar-PROUD FORTRESS. by A. Andrews Th
fighting story of "Th Rock " from the Fifth Century to th present-smne of Moorish-Spanish
warfare, the groat Sige of 1779. Nelson’s decisive victory over the Frnch. Eisenhower’s bas
of operations for the North African campaigsni.
Illus. Pub. at $3.75.
SALE
THE PATH TO ROME, by Hilaire Belloc. Th
famous author’s pilgrimage on foot from Lorraine.
Franc to Rome. Abounds in Me beauty of the
men and the places he saw and lived in-tho
Potent valley, the Lombard plain, etc. Pub. at
SALE $1
S
DIMENSIONS OF PUBLIC MORALT1Y. by
H W. Schneider A study of the essential ;atm.
sty",
dopenden. of "Liberty. Fraternity, EgsueLliE
A
Pub. at $300
FILM AND EDUCATION, ed. by G. M. Elliott.
An up-to-theminute aaaaa y of non-theatrical film
in oducation, religion comewerc and government
Pub. at S7 SO.
SALE $1
MATHEMATICAL TABLES AND FORMULAE by
F. J Comm. The standard mathematical symbols,
interest tables, weights and measures, logs and

TVITSEE

analogs, progressions, convetrsicon tablos, laws of
physics. formulae in algebra and calculsuAs,LEetsci.
Pub at 52.7$.
THE THEATER OF AUSTIN DALY, by M. Frilh.im.
Th glamorous story of theatrical history of th
late 11th century and of Arnorica’s first great im
pressario. A glittering kaloidoscope of lb. players
of yesteryear-Edwin Booths John
SALEDrew,mansyl
others.
th
Pub. at 55.00.
AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL CUSTOM, by B.
C. Rodick. The intl..* of traditional and Angle.
American forces on the U.S. ConstitutiosnA.LEPusbi.
at 53.50.
Masher of Spain, 1792.1806-G000Y, by J. Chastene. Ironic end authontic story of a man who
rose to power through his amatory intrigues with
the Queen of Spain and met doeftrat and ignominious exil through his do/linos with Napoleon.
With contemporary portraits by Goya. Pub. at
SALE $1
$4.00.
WHAT IS CREATIVE THINKING?, by C. Patrick.
Compr.hensiv study of its psychological prex
ttttt and basic mechanisms. Concrete suggstions
for stimulating productive thinking in children
SALE $1
and adults. Pub. at $3.00.
MUSIC OF THE AMERICAS, NORTH AND
SOUTH, by P H. Abel. Music and musicians of
the Western Hemisphere, from tribal chants to
latest techniques, classics to jazz. Pub, at $3.15. $1
SALE
THE WORLD AT HOME. Intro. by James IL
Reston. 33 annalytical article’s covering America’s
most turbulont era, 1925.1945, by th. great N. Y.
Times journalist, Ann. O’Har McCormicskA.LEPusbi
at $CSI
PARIS-Test and Photos by Robert Doisnoan. 141
magnificent platen in gravure. An unforgettable
pictorial yalmtine to Paris Colbrating all her
unique wondors, Including Parissianpw.bork aanAdLusleavI..
sure. L’amour, los girls and champagne. With
captions by Doisneau. (Nell
Paper.

HOW TO DO NOTHING WITH NOBODY ALL
ALONE SY YOURSELF, by Robert Faul Smith. The
author of Where Did You Go . . . repeats his
fabulous success, touching your notalgia bone with
warm rerniniscencos of a child’s declaration of indepndenc. Oyer 100 drawings. Pub al $290
SALE $1
PICASSO AND THE BULL. by V. Marrero. First
work to trace the use of the bull in the great
artist’s work and to relate it to the myths et the
pre-Christian Mediforranean world. Illus. Pub, at
SALE SI
$3.00.
LABOR ECONOMICS AND PROOLEMS AT MIDCENTURY, by S. Sufrir and R. Sediprick. Sires.,
g
e
ht
3.
of 1
labor .
problems
t,1
the
rolationship
. The
and social institutions of the United
authors aro professors at Syracuse University’s
Pub.
at
Illus.
Center.
Research
lamed Maxwoll
SALE $1
$075.
CHRISTMAS CAROLS, by Hmsdrick W. van Loon
and Grace Castagnotta. Charming illustrathd collection of the world’s favorite Christmas covels.
Words and music chosen for their sing -ability, in
simple arrangements. I/sell". Pub. at $2.50
SALE 51
FAVORITE AMERICAN SONGS, by M. B. Boni
and N. Lloyd Words and music to stir up singing memories-ballads, hymns and rounds-from
our rocnt past back to Colonial times. Colorful
illustrations. 46 songs arrangtd for sppiaEncoi.ALSo$fit
cover, loll".
Memoirs of Alexandra Dumas-THE ROAD TO
MONTE CRISTO. The great French novelist re
moat. in his own words, the fabulous world of
the Paris of his youth, the characters who outrivalerd his fictional creations, friendships with
Hugo. Rossini. Gautier. etc. Illus. Pub, atAL55.95s.95 i
HOW TO HAVE ENOUGH MONEY BY MANAGING YOUR INCOME, by G. U. Bowan. How
"Paying yourself first" can start you on th. way
SALE SI
to economic security. Pub. at $3.00.
JACQUES RIVIERE. by M. Turmoil. The mlitor of
"La Nouvelle Rvith Francais." from 1919.25 Discusses his criticism of Rimbaud, Racine and
SALE SI
Proust. Pub. at S2.50.
ELICIT QUEEN’S 13th ANNUAL SELECTION of
Famous Storm. from His Mystery Magazin..
detecand
excitement
,
Thirteen tales of s
tion by Agatha Christi , Carter Dickson, Stuart
SALE $1
Palmer, etc Pub. at $3 50.

GOOD BOOKS FOR YOUNGER READERS
Birthday party on

Miss Frances’ DING DONG SCHOOL BOOK, by Dr. Frances R.
Horwich. Activities from the outstanding TV program. Illus. (2-5.
Pub. at 52.50.
SALE SI
Miss Frances’ ALL-DAY-LONG BOOK, by Dr. Frances R. Horwich.
Kmping a child happy and busy all day long, Illus. (24). Pub. at
52.50
SALE SI
DON AND THE ROOK BUS, by H. D. Olds. When flth book bus
comes to town. Don discovms that ...ding is fun! (6-9) Pub. at
SALE SI
53 75.
THE TRAVELS OF MARCO, by J, Merrill and R. Solbert. A PillOon’s
,riosity loads him to some mtraordinary people. Illus. Pub. at $3.00.
SALE $1
WHOSE BIRTHDAY IS IT? by N. D. Watson. A damply touching story
MODERN SCIENCE AND THE NATURE OF LIFE,
by W S. Beck An exciting book about the, life
processes, carrying th reader to the ultimate
attempts to create living mtter
frOntir-th
SALE 51.49
rho laboratory. lilus Pub. at S575
wLTER DE LA MARE: A Section From His Writ.
ings An anthology chosen from the books, poems,
essays and criticism of one of the finest English
SALE $1.49
writers of the century. Pub at $4.50.
TAINES NOTES ON ENGLAND-A Gallic View
of Victorian Morality, by Hippolyto Taming Th
vrhoi panorama of 19th Contury British life is
illuminated in thole corrrnontarim which constitue both important social history and an mawSALE fl 49
tainiag moose Pub, at WOO.
Journm Through Palestine -PUT OFF THY SHOES.
by E. Hamilton. A vivid journey through Israel
and Jordan, conillatting yesterday’s holy places
and today’s world of kibbuttic. Arab refugee
camps and tourism. Magically evokes the landscape and atmosphere of Old Jerusalem, ultra.
modern Tel Aviv, sacred flethlohern and bustling
Hada Photos Pub. at 53 50.
SALE $1 49
WELFARE OF NATIONS by 1,4 Fiore. An analysis of the Nutters of friction, discord and discontent within and among the nations of No
world-economic considerations. prejudice, rnili
tarism and nationalism, mt. 708 pp Pub at $6.00.
SALE $1.49
The Rough Riders-WHO RUSH TO GLORY. by
C P Westormeier. True story of the three cow.

snowy Macomb*, night.
about a very special
SALE SI
Color illus. (S.C. Pub at 52.50.
THE DRAGON MID THE ROOK, written and illustrated by Christi.
Price A boy saves a precious Psalm-book Ind solos ming he
world’s knowledge to the knights.and-arrnor world of Medieval Eng.
SALE $1
land. (1E141. Pub. at S2.75.
THE DAY THE EMPIRE STATE BUILDING WENT VISITING, by H. R.
Sattley. The world’s tallest building fakes capricious journey, visiting some delightful places. Pictures by Mary Storms. (5-107 Pub. at
SALE SI
$2.75.
PABLO PAINTS A PICTURE, by W. Miller. What happens when a
little boy starts painting picture on a city Ione.. Illus. 14-6). Pub.
SALE SI
at 52.75.

boy cavalry regiments in the Spanish-American
War Recounts their colorful and Nook al.&
songs, camplife tales of the greatest leaderIt Photos. Pub. at WOO. SALE $1.49
Teddy R
THE TURN OF THE TIDE. by Arthur Bryant. The
swooping story of Ito dInell of the Avis in
Europe, as recorded by Field -Marshal Lord Alen.
brook*, Churchill’s closett military advisor Maps.
Pub. at $6.96.
ORPHEUS IN AMERICA, JacQues 051AfeLnEbaSChl
Diary of his 1876 journey to America -Me famous
composer records vivid reactions to American art
and music. sleeping cars, Niagara Falls,. etc. Illus.
Pub. at $3.95
SALE $1.49
POEMS IN PROCESS. by P. Bartlett. How *pets
get their thoughts On paper, with examples from
Milton, Blake, Xrcats, Poo Auden and many oath.
es. Pub. at 54.50.
SALE 51.49
ROME: REPUBLIC AND EMPIRE, by H. W.
Houthhold. Th great events and P.rsonalitim of
ancient Remo including ontrach from the writings of Virgil, Horace, Plutarch, Cicero et I.
SPECIAL $1.49
Maps. 1 vols.
PART OF A LONG STORY: Goon* O’Neill as a
Young toNn in Love by Agnes Benetton. The great
playwright’s first wife rmalls Nara of obscority
in Greenwich Village and Provincelown, during
which O’Neill completed some of his es
SALE $1.49
dramas Pub at 54,50,
RecordBuyer’s Guide to LP CHAMBER & SOLO

INSTRUMENT MUSIC, by Harold C. Schonberg.
A mot& guid to choice recordings of s ring
quartets, pian, trios, music for piano, violin,
SALE I 49
cello, organ, otc. Pub. at 53.50.
IlmordBuyer’s Guide to LP VOCAL MUSIC by
P L Miller A descriptivo listing of preferred
io, co
recordings of opora, o
and song,
cormentod alphabetically by consposcr. Pub. at
SALE $1.49
$4.50.
AND
Plays-THE
GREEN
O’Comy
and
His
Sean
THE RED. by J. Koslow. Background and analysis
of "Juno and the Paycock," "The Plough and the
Stars." "Within the Gates" and th rest of
O’Casity’s plays-"plays that will %fond for many
portrait of an age." Pub. at S3.90.
yoers as
SALE 81.49
COMPOSERS. CONDUCTORS AND CRITICS. by
C. R. Reis. A vivid behinclthescenes word of
musical life in America during the Past three
SALE SI 49
decades. Illus. Pub. at 84.2$.
ELECTRONIC MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, by E.
H. W. Banner. Includs industrial, scientific and
%puled section on radiaMedical cleric’s and
tion measurement. Profusoly illustrated. SOO Paqm
SALE 51 49
Pub. at $7.95.
MRS. R.: Th Life of Eleanor Roosevelt, by A.
Steinberg. The notion’s most remarkable and beloved First Lady recounts km lonoly scAhiLldshso,..".
marriage to ED*, years in th e White Mouth, and
n ewest role as dlegate to the U.N. Illus Pub. at
55.00.

INVENTOR’S PROGRESS, by J. G. Leithauser. An
authoritative and highly ...dab!e account of today’s rovolutioin in lochnology, and how it came
about. The story focuses on the porsonalitios of
the great inventors ond their dramatic struggles
14b.produce
S4ducesothe fabulous world of today. Illus.
SALE SIM
Grerthwich Villas,. in Ifs Heyday-THE IMPROPER BOHEMIANS, by Allen Churchill. Vivid
roe-creation of America’s Left Bank in the great
years of Eugene O’Neill, Edna St, Vincent Millay,
John Reed and Max.,’ Bodenheim, Illus. Pub. at
55.00.
SALE $1.98
MAN INTO WOLF, by R. Eisler. An anthropologi
cal interpretation of sadism, masochism, lycanthropy and crimes of violence. Pub. at $4.26.
SALE 51.98
THE HISTORY OF MONEY, by A. Groom. An
intriguiing account of world currencies from Baby.
Ionian limos to tho present, relating stories of
weird forms of suchang., Greek and Rom. coins,
Spanish piecos-ofthight, information on recent
coins, etc. Illus. Pub. at $3.50.
$
WOODROW WILSON and THE BALANCE
SA E01
1
OF POWER, by E. H. Buehrig Full of valuable
insights and lessons for Amorican foreign policy
today, this timely, hard-hitting book analyzes
our involvement in World War I and the omen.
eptince of the prophetic concoct} of collectiv
security. Pub. at $5.00.
SALE $1.98
THE STRANGEST CASES ON RECORD, by J. A.
Duncan. Oddball occurencm and miscarriagos of
justice which have plagued lawcourts the world
over...from freak wills tc crimes that
hap.
period. Illus. Pub. at $3.00.
MORMON FOLKLORE-SAINTS OF SAGE
SA E AND
SI t
SADDLE. by A. I E. Fife. Unique treasury of
the superstitions, lore and song of a bold and
heroic pople, reviewing the Church tradition,
miraclm and earthy tales, martyrdom of Joseph
Smiths and leadership of Brigham Youna etc.
Photos. Pub. at 56.00
SALE $1.91
INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY. be M. Rosenberg. A lucid discussion of the fundamental con.
siderations of human thought, as propoan/od by
the greatest minds of the ago,. Pub. at $3 75.
SALE $1.98
THE WORLD IS YOUNG, by Wayne Miller. A
beautiful photographic mploration of th secret
and wonderful world of chilhood-208 warm,
sometimes humorous, always touching studio:,
with comments by th children thernsialves. Pub.
at 8I0.00.
SALE SI 91
A HENRY ADAMS READER, d. by Elizabeth
Stevenson. Rick and genorout cross-sciation of
Adams’ varied writings, including chaPIrs from
Iris novels, and sections from "The Education of
Henry Adams " Pub at 55.00.
SALE $1.98
2.003 YEARS OF EXPLORATION
2,000 Teals of Exploration -THE QUEST FOR
AFRICA. by H. Schiffers. Vividly brings to life
the Dark Conlinent’s erciting history of discovery
and conquest-frOM Nro’s search for the Nile’s
sourc to oresent.day scientific elpeditions
Pub. at 15.00.
SALE 51.98
"No Man is an Island" -THE SOCIALSASLEELFs,i.:
P E Pfueise. A probing study of th ;rotor.pendence of human beings, applying the modorn
philosophies of George Mead and Martin Ilubor
to the aciont quest for definition and meaniyg.
tub. at $4.50
THE CROSSING OF ANTARCTICA. by Sir Vivian
Fuchs I Sir Edmund Hillary. Astounding hardships
and daring achievements of the Commonwealth
T sssss ntaltiC Expedition, told by two of the
world’s ...Hest living explorers. Magnificently
illustrated. Pub at $7.50.
SALE $1.98
GEORGE WASHINGTON IN AMERICAN L1AER.
ATURE, by W, A. Bryan. Ho wballeslettres, oratory, and biography of 1775-1865 period trans.
formed a soff.spoken man into an American
symbol. Pub at $4.00.
SALE Site
GOETHE’S IMAGE OF MAN AND SOCIETY, by
A. Bergstraesser A brilliant revelation of the
universal scope and the tinmlessness of Goethe’s
work. Contains interosting studies of his insight
into the foundations of human
and
th ought Pub. at $4.50
SALE 51.96
BALLOONS TO JETS. by H. L Scarnerhorn. The
meteoric growth of aronautics, from carnival
balloons to today’s supersonic jet craft. Illus.
Pub if WOO.
LAW WRITERS AND THE COURTS, by sSCAA.LLEEE
B. 8.111 a
obs. The influence of law writers during the
Post-Civil War period upon American Constitutional Law. Pub. at $3.50.
$
GREAT STORIES ABOUT SHOW BUSINESS, ed.
by Jerry D. Lewis. The wondrful, map.tlad world
of entertinmont in 27 womb stories by Robert
lonchley. Noel Coward, F. Scott Fitagmald, Ben
Hecht, James Thurber, others. Pub. at $5.00.
SALE S1.911
MR. FRANKLIN-HIS PERSONAL LETTERS, ed.
by L. W. Laraboo and W. F. Bell, Jr Warm and
witty correspondence by a man of multitudinous
interests and an insatiable e.,f for lita and
Co.,
American democracy.
Pub. at 53.75.
SALE $1.98
Thy 17th Century Skeptics - Th. SUBTLE
ling study of
KNOT, by M. L. Wiley. A
the English thinkers who riefused to blindly ac.
cept established bellofs and conventions. Rotates
the doctrines and philosophic techniguts of John
Donne, Sir Thomas Browne and Richard Bairtm to
today’s spiritual dilemma. Pub. at $6.25.
SALE 51.98
SCHUMANN AND THE ROMANTIC AGE, by M.
Brion. ReNalin gstudy of the man and his
contemporaries-Brahms, Liszt, Chopin. 111.. Pub.
SALE $1.98
at $4.50.
U.S. CAMERA 1991, ed. by T. Maloney One of
the firths, volumes in this great series of pohteg
raphy annuals. Over 300 pages of toot and pic
twos by Br
I, Styichen, Frank. Walker Evans,
Medan,
Larry Colonel’, T. ArmstrongJonm,
among othrs. Complete technical information
for the, Gamma fan; unparalleled pleasure for
all lovers of beauty. Pub. at 58.95.
SALE $1.98
THE ARTS AT MID-CENTURY, ed. by R. Rich.
men 41 distinguished essays on the current state
of Tusk, literature, painting and theatre all over
the world. Includes writings by Archibald Mao’
Latish, Elisabeth Bowen, Hrbert Reed, Eric Beltsnt
Im, many others. Pub. at $5.00SALEe
Passwords to History-EXTINCT LANGUAGES,
by J. Friedrich. The wonderful story of the
deciphering of hioroglyphics, cuneiform, otc.,
and what they hare taught us of ancient Cultures. 71
SALE 81.911
illus. Pub. at 55.00.
EVOLUTIONARY THOUGHT IN AMERICA Eleven
scholars discuss the Impact of scientific themorim
of evolution on modrn
thinking in
1
fields. Ed. bye Stow Persons. Pub. at 53 50
SALE SI 98

911
nc.

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
’Right on Campus’

,

THIS IS OUTER SPACE, by Lloyd SA46E1:51.91
Columbia University. A simple yet authoritative
explanation of the most intriguing theories about
th. Univers.. Discusses Einstein’s thisories, the
concepts of receding galaxies and the impand
in universe, etc. Illus. Pub. at $4.95. SALE $1.91
THE ATOM AND THE ENERGY REVOLUTION,
by N. Lansdell. A lucid and comprehmsive dis
cussion of no meiontific developments in atomic
SALE 51.98
power. Illus. Pub. at 56.00.
THE NEW PSYCHIATRY, by N. Masor, M. D.
A fundamental biochemical approach to troat
at
53.75.
Pub.
in gthe mentally disturbed.
SALE 51.98
CLASSICS OF BIOLOGY, by A. P. Suner.
Fascinating survoy of the entire field, with disfrom
extracts
controvorsies,
cpuusbsioants $o7lsolamous
th writings of Lavoisior, Darwin, 42 Ohm’s.
SSAALLEE
EIGHT SPIES AGAINST AMERICA, by G. J.
Dosch. What a story! Th. amazing facts and
truth behind one of Hie most incrodibte
tsinofandWosprlidel. W,Nabr allt-stahominvasion of our
dmeanr.
Long Island and Florida beaches by German subSIRS
Statesman Par Excollenc - STEPHEN BENTON
ELKINS, by 0. D. Lambert. Exciting biography
of thy West Virginia Senator and industrial pienem, including unusual insights into his role at
Secretary of War to Harrison and his defense
of "sound money" over "free silver" in the
SALE $1.911
1896 election. Illus. Pub. at WOO.
THE NATION’S ADVOCATE - HENRY MARIE
BRACKENRIDGE AND YOUNG AMERICA, by W.
F. Keller, The vivid life-story of the diplomat,
judo. and secretary of Andrew Jackson, who
formulated a philosophy which anticipated the
Monroe Doctrine, Illus. Pub. at 5E00. SALE $1.911
Literary Criticism - TRAGEDY. by W. G. McCollor’s. A valuable account of tragic writing,
ancient and modern, and a brilliant study of
the art of Sophocles. Shakes..., Racins and
Ibsen as a tragic norm. Anouilh, Auden, Eliot,
Fry and O’Neill are among the modrns conSALE $1.98
siderod. Pub. at $5.00.
ITS
GOVERNMENT AND
THE AMERICAN
WORK, by E. Carter and C. bitting. The cornpthhensiv integration of, govnothent’s relation
to economic life with the basic principles of
the American system. Ideas of fredorn, individual
rights and constitutional development are considored as in process of adjustmont to rapidly
changing world conditions. Loading constitutional
doctsions are includod. 875 pp. Pub. at $6.00.
SALE 51.9$
Mash& Tito - THE HERETIC, by Fitzroy Mac.
Lean An absorbing portrait of the entgmatic
Yugoslav leader who dared say "No" to Stalin.
Traces his life through four *reciting decades as
statesman and loader Photos. Pub. at $6.95.
SALE.
THE WORLD BENEATH THE WAVES,
G98.
Doukary Fascinating accounts of underwater
archaeology, expeditions and discoveries, Nch
niques of underwater hunting and Pietuthtakthq.
Coustem’s apparatus. Pi«ard’s bathyscaph.. etc.
Illus Pub. at 56.00.
SALE $1.98.
THE MAGIC OF ELECTRONICS, by E J. BuY
stein Studios loctronics in rockets, man-mad
"brains", radar, microscopes, transistors, naviga
lion, etc Profusely illus. Pub. at 53.95. SALE $1.98
DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN GRAMMAR Ili
USAGE Two valuable rearmsyn works in aredefines hundrods of commonly .misused words,
thoir nuances of meaning, their standard and
colloquial usage, plus a discussion within th
listings of the basic principles of gramme,,
rhtoric and writing. For every reader, writ...
Noche. Ed. by R. Whitford Pub. at 06.00.
SALE $1.911
THE GREAT AGE OF DISCOVERY by P. Herr.
man. From the Santa Maria to Kon
whole
thrilling story of the men who opened up Poo
unexplored lands and seas. Illus. 508 pp. Pub. at
$6E0.
SALE 12.98
TROUILED WOMEN, ed by Lucy Freeman. Ten
classic studies of the tortur.d inner lives of
women, select., by the author of "Fight Against
Fears". The distinguished contributors include
Robtart Lindner, Helen Deutsch, Harold Groan.
weld and Rudolph Loewenstein. Pub at $5.00.
EBERHARDT’S 1118LE THESAURUS. ed.SAbyLEES.2.611.
Eberhardt Practical guide to a systematic un
derstanding of the Scriptures. Contains hundrods
of verses alphabtically arranged under More
than 100 topics 716 pp Pub at $5.00. SALE $2.98
A. E. HOUSMAN: MAN BEHIND A MASK, by
M. U. Hawkins A sympathetic, personal portrait
of the misunderstood genius "’hose passional.
emotions went released on immortal posAti.rvi $P2u4els
at 5600
FOUNDERS OF AMERICAN ECONOMIC
THOUGHT AND POLICY, by V G. Wilhite. A
superlative review of economic ;dem and public
Policy. told in terms of the philosophis of early
American statesmen Pub. at $6.00.
SALE $290
IMPRINTS ON HISTORY - ROOK PUBLISHERS
AND AMERICAN FRONTIERS. by M. B. Stern.
Shows how 19th.contury American culture was
rtfloected in and expanded by such pioneer pub’
lishims as James Harper, Henry Holt, Charles
Scribner ols., Illus. Pub at $7.50
SALE 53.91
OTTO BANK - A BIOGRAPHICAL STUDY, by
Jessie Taft. The first definitive account of teh
lift and work of the great psychoanalyst, his
thoories of the creative personality and his break
with tho Freudians Pub at 56 50
SALE 53.98
WHO WAS SHAKESPEARE’ -THIS STAR OF
ENGLAND, by D.
C Ogburn Attributes the
authoriship of the Bard’s works to Edward d
Vero 17th Earl of Oxford, On the basis of na
lyses of his booms and plays. 1.298 pp. Illus.
Pub. at $1010.
SALE 52.18
Harbert Read on ART AND INDUSTRY. With 96
Pages of captioned photos. Practical principles
for creating beautiful wort% of art by rnachin
processes. illustrated with over 100 mamples of
well.dmignerd machine -made products from Pm
world over in use daily Pub at 56.00. SALE $218
THE LAUGH MAKERS, A PICTORIAL HISTORY
OF AMERICAN COMEDIANS, by W. Cohn.
Intro. by Harold Lloyd. An intimate closeup in
toot and pictures of’ the Important great nanths
In American comedy and honor - Harrigan and
Hart, W C. Fields Charlie Chaplin, Jimmy
Durant., Fred Allen, Sid C
, countless
A ss so290
1.h
at
D’IsCTPIOubNARY
0 S595F EUROPEAN HISTORY, com
piled by Wm. S. Roeder. Concise, reliable in.
formation on the ments and personalities from
500 A D. to the present, with emphasis en ic2o.mntom.
e).. people and powers Pub. at 16 00.
THE COLUMBUS ATLAS - REGIONAL ATLAS
OF THE WORLD, ed by John Bartholomew, 160
Pages of 7,/,.10" maps in as many as eight
Momrstsfing colors. Indemd for quick reforonce
to continents. countries and cities, and
grouped
in specific land and wafer regions - indisp
omsable gletml data to keep brerist of a changing
world. Pub at $10.00.
H$
BUFFALO BILL AND THE WILD WEST,! 991.
Sell and Victor Waybright First pictorial W ogrp hy of the West’s most colorful hero-Willi.,
F Cody. Indian figMer, hunter, scout, Inter.
national showman and darling of royally
and
presidents
Illust reed with 137 halflona and
39 linocuts Pub at 5495,
SALE Silt

’HE SPIR1T*OF MODERN PHIL0d*DS:Orsn,P:HinsssndYAAAgiii.Ii.,..,:e.
siah Royer,. The panorama of modern ph;lio,o.
phical thought, frorn the 17th century to the
present. Charactorizations of Kdnt Hogsi So,
po.n6: 1 .. sr , othel s.. sPupb. t$5, .b00: n.
POPULARai.
MATHEMATICS,at
The eight mathematical branches from a.,,,,
nthtic to calculus mplained for actual ends,
still
,ypocation. 416 pages, profusely illustrated P,.
at 55.00.
LL’EE6S32:06::
REBUILDING THE LAND OF ISINAEL - isc
ILLUSTRATIONS, By G. Canaan. A hiSiO, .1
solornon.,
reNalod
through
its
great
Land
the Holy
chitoctural monuments! A mag n if ic ant b ,i0,
stoyesu: gothgruo.usg, h tort, of the crusaders - aso .s,
Temp*SABlit
outstanding buildin_gs
SALE
at $12.50.
PEoRfS E Pn’hl’OdNrnE b41. ’0’ St:al,bi
Li
slia.lidm.inAd fo.fsctitC"c9reali7elail’Ittli’tn. this bock ’tnIJ71:S’
the symbolic thomos which rocurred again end
again throughout history. Pub. at 56.00
DICTIONARY OF PHILOSOPHY, od, sAbyLiDsaiq,c8.
bert D. Runes. New, revised, 1940 edition E.,,
thought
authoritatively definod; with full biograph ,a]
htf rocrnsilrEh’:,
t.informationrnldea on important ofth
ginnings through existentialism and Zef Pee,
DatIC5T41.000NARY OF NEW WORDS, by M In’..
intro. by Partridge. From underworldsAlLmEsicti
technical terms - thousands of imporlant sew
words clearly evplainod. Pub. at $6.00
list
THE PEOPLE’S PLATO, by H. L. Drake H,, ,
Plato for the modern reader-all the basic IOn,
edited,
annotated
in
thought
!cm
cpts of his
Sill
633 pp. Pub. at 57.10.
FOLKLORE IN THE OLD TESTAMENTA i Fos;
James G. Frazer. The author of the mmehrnes’,o
here
unearth.
has
Sough"
Golden
"The
dare-trey* of strong.. curious and diverrnu r..
’vial about th life and people of arc e..
institution, asy
rael-thoir customs, beliefs,
"mythology", An enduring classic of sc,,,,,,,
yEiSnSA.AligOieNn. THE GITA, by Sri AurosAb.SnErks:,:
of the famous Ehegarad
N
luminous inepretation
practical guide to finding the t Or,
Glta as
spiritual life on earth. The great Indian +I‘ ’kw
haa synthesind the thought of the EJ,t and
Wm. Pub. at 56.50.
CHRIST AND THE APOSTLES, by F. M God’,
100 fin, reproductions of painting rnastisc:,
by Raphael. Rubens, El Greco, Tintoietto kenbrandt, many ottahrs. Studies religious /
early Christian mosaics to the European BaL..,,
showing how different generations of saArLO.E.,n 8
Wombed th Life and Passion of Christ le
W
till
Pub, at 5915.
PENS AND PERSONALITIES - HANDWR.1.4’,
AS A GUIDE TO YOUR PERSONALITY %, j
sub. ..
the
go
Of
Ronald. Thorough
handwirting analysis, illustrated with fa .- ...
of autograph., manuscripts of Shakespea-.. I.
thoven, Lincoln, and many othors. Illus P.L a
SALE Slit
$10.00.
cocoa Beaton’s THE FACE OF THE WCF,DAn International Scrapbook of Poop:, 3rd
Places. Scores a fthe world’s most ,..C. (.0
personalities, captured in remarkable c s -,e
portraits and livoly word irnpreSSions-the .leri
and vit..% of Qumn Elisabeth, Sartre, Ch.,..,
Thurber, Audrey HPburn. many Oars H.rd-ed,
P.t et
of photos and Notches. I)’’,11 s
SALE 1151
T5HWEJXEPLAINS OF THE GREAT WEST b. ’,Li-,
, -, 1-,:-.:
Richard I. Dodge. A beautimul r e p , ,4_
1677 edition, long out-of-print, and a
sourc.book on ft,. legends of the vv. c
about
al u natural wonders. game, Indian .
z.
’
Dante’s THE DEVINE COMEDY I
White. Luxury gift edition with 0 i_ i
81/2.10./," Dore engravings. A nag’ ’ ..um*. Pub. at $6.50.
ENCTIONARY OF ANTHROPOLOGY Ps ’’-. i.
.
ick. This sinks.. and fascinating wo.s
’,dispensable to all in the Ii.ld, bus r,.v
woalth of familiar and curious folio e ... -layman. 10,000 complete. authoritati. ,
including information on the types and .
customs beliefs and achievements of ea,, and capsule biograqhies of th, major ea’ , rt
thropologists as welt as definitions of al, a a
P.’: a’
579 pp
trms.
tiel nthropdlogical
SALE S3 4
$H1ICIStitY Of AMERICAN STEAM NAVIGAT’ON
by J. Morrison. A boautiful re -issue ct ,
classic treasury of steamboat loth, from Fa ,,,
"Clermont" to the end of the mntury
.
survey of the withne steam maritime we,
trated with historic line drawings Pub It
,A4h.OLGENKNoiuGoErtlAtietZ 40PAlinNTFI,NiGc..bov, 1-15:::.,..P,:;
Notion of the paintings and graphic as, st to
8.1
JExprevionists (Bruck*, Blau. Reiter
etc.) as wIl as all the individual grea , - ..
P -c L’
from 1900 to the presont. illh"x12.7/8
Sc
$7E0.
I
A PRIMER OF MODERN ART, by Shelcl cL E C-ie
ay, with 179 choice illustrations. The bv, o -e.
tcc.,, ...mo
and
urne study of those vigorous rythn
crated the aid of Our modern civilitatio- As
enthusiastic appraisal and perceptive qu 0. -1,
all who NM a fuller understanding of fhe ^-f.
itng and signific.c Of COntielnpora.y pe r’i,l,
sculpture and architocture. Now in its !St, ,...r.
ing and third revised edition Pub at 5::.

7

A, ’a::’
Ii
THE GOLDEN BOUGH, by Sir James S"
One of the greatest books of all lime a. a 7,1,
in a ono-rolurn edition by Sir Jame, I ,-- st ’
This worldfamous account of magic v.. ts
_
taboos. sacred marriages, strange se, , ..
3.
man gods, perils of the soul, and hund’..
other fascinating primitive beliefs and L’e -’’’
brilliantly
ntly reveals th e evolution of out nt....o.’’
uso
from savagerly to civilization. 850 pp 0’ ii s c
list
at
,
Noy ,:’^r
MR, DAVIS’S RICHMOND. by SK
’’"
thrilling, panoramic view of a Om!.
community, Capitol of the Confedc,J..
rented ovornight into a seething, thief,,Jdv
a,. rceonpt;rcaLof Phubero iasrnt 57so
and sc he rn ing I on, I,
aristocracy and sloNry. Illus .1,1n c.,
II

gEiNIT, CFL.0,PE.DIA,DOF

A REcl..1,,,G.10,..Nhe.

0,,je,,..’’A::.7

, -,
refrorwe on mery facet of religion
faith and practices, detailed in hund’t , ’
mticlot by 190 scholars. Discusses Pc’ ’’,"
Catholic and Jewish concepts. hisfO’,’ ’’’’ ciologicial views. $44 pp. Pub. at $10 00
OARKSH, OF WILLIAM ES lAS,L,HEbe,S1’::E:5:’
by
scholar
The famous Shakespoare Head Ea.,
Edition of th Bard’s complato work, -37 lr’
mortal plays, the Sonnets, Vermin and Adf.,1 and
all other beery. Feature’s the First FO,i0
of Shakespeare, plus a modern gloss., 1 a:.210
ACh :NI ,nr.,Lu jd,sj, , , ,s1
pp
TDIACUSIA IEEdlt. LITHOGRAPHS
ALIA S i n-0 odl..Ac tletii. n
PCEOAPAREPI.E.1

Cain. The most famous of Osumi., I ’,..th -?
denunciation of I. inadequacies oSfPEt
system. 47 fullpage reproductions. 9).,I2 ;
iecdT:,eeti,?,?,,
TWENTIETH CENTURY PAINTERS.
School, by F. Dvorak. 90 reproductions 3: &
them in color. Picasso, Modigliani C’. On
Iraq. Gauguin, et al. Superb aecutet ’’’ ’
analytical text.
Ts.
THE WORKS OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER
famous KImscott Chaucer consideP,
the Gutenberg Bible to be the outstand.rn .sr.:
graphic achievernmt of all limo Th.":isPEmCfi’L II :5’
facsimile edition contains Ito cOrmsiM" --I
forit and Ihe 87 magnificont engraved
innumerable borders decorations and ,i, i "
Edward SurneJones, The Canterbury Ti:’.
,,tt
and Criseyde, Mei Parlement of Fowl.’, -3 .
f
humor, thalism psychological Might cya,
lb1.21:hagu.,,,t:yegge,o.17,tehuebt..111,:tes:se1;f7soop.ftuotutse brn, nuds : ,c ge 1 PE ^1,..
tr’"’’
0: fi .ylineGn,kiplyner, scomcplete glossary o’
THINGS4.., ,I,D,,,E.:dAS_SA%.,1 E.e.ddtIni,,b,S;e
p l..PEOPLE
pla:. , P. L
s
AthCi
informative paHnorembbost Str’lLth0;
things and
culture and imagination of monk. levishic.ii.u,S .
coolly presented in a set of four
hated volumes, each 71/4"e10"ars,- in site T’
i,mchhatiorqb becoernpe,..",.79;,
comforts
.for.thshiu,
ts,otyou,r armchair
withe
th moment’s of disco:wiser skip to thee
c
world,sswa
,fi: ,2100s, k.P ;;,,
.; pg es o. of uvbi vh.? ty i4Iti .1.ses Eleci:ft :ll’u uawmga:r d ht:o",
words,PI
illustratedd.1
full -page
in full color. Rotted in a majestic fall f f,E
N"
The 4 vol set -SALE
VII
monumental,

